2019 PAC-12 WOMEN’S BASKETBALL TOURNAMENT
Post-Game Notes
GAME 11: #2 Stanford (64), #1 Oregon (57)
Sunday, March 10, 2019
Stanford wins the tournament title and the Pac-12’s automatic bid for the NCAA tournament. The Cardinal have won 13
Tournament titles and 45 of 50 Tournament games.
Stanford is the only #2 seed to win the Tournament (twice, 2017 and 2019).
Most Outstanding Player:
All-Tournament Team:

Alanna Smith, Stanford*
Kennedy Burke, UCLA
Dijonai Carrington, Stanford
Japreece Dean, UCLA
Ruthy Hebard, Oregon* (also 2018)
Sabrina Ionescu, Oregon* (also 2017 and 2018)
Alanna Smith, Stanford* (also 2016)

*Also on 2019 All-Pac-12 Team
Oregon’s 57 points scored were a season low (62-67 loss to OSU, Feb. 18).
Stanford’s Dijonai Carrington (14, 14, 22) and Alanna Smith (15, 21, 20) scored in double figures for the 3 rd time in the
Tournament. MOP Smith also had double-digit rebounds in each game (15, 12 and 14)
Cardinal Anna Wilson played a season high 27 minutes.
Oregon’s Sabrina Ionescu had her best scoring game of the Tournament with 27 (18 in each of two previous games). For
the 3 games, she averaged 21 pt/gm, 10.7 reb/gm and 8.0 ast/gm.
Stanford held Oregon to its lowest scoring 1 st quarter of the season (11); the Ducks shot 4-17 (.235) from the field.
Dijonai Carrington paced Stanford with 8 points in the quarter.
Oregon’s 24 1st half points were a season low (27, at Oregon State, 2/18/19). Carrington scored again 8 points, giving
her 16 for the half. Ionescu scored 13 points and grabbed 7 board in the half.
Alanna Smith earned her 12th double-double of the season (3rd of Tournament) with 9:14 to go in the 3rd quarter. After
committing only 1 turnover in the 1st half, the Cardinal turned the ball over 6 times in the 3rd quarter. Oregon held the
Cardinal to .214 shooting in the quarter and took a 42-41 lead into the 4 th quarter.
For the third time in the Tournament, Stanford cooled down the opponent’s hot hand coming into the Tournament . . .
Cal’s Kristine Anigwe (14 points on 4-15 shooting), Washington’s Missy Peterson (11 of 14 from three point range in first
two games limited to 0-6 and 0-8 overall against the Cardinal), and tonight, Oregon’s Ruthy Hebard ( 24.5 pts/gm and
11.0 reb/gm coming into the game . . . 13 points and 5 rebounds tonight.)
Ionescu added to her career Tournament assists record, finishing with 59.
Six starters in tonight’s game also started in the 2018 finale (Oregon: Sabally, Hebard, Cazorla, Ionescu; Stanford: Smith
and Williams).

